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MATH6042 - Topics in Differential Equations II - 2022/23 Term 2

Meeting details:
LSB 222 at 2:30pm-5:15pm on Thursday in the following 15 dates —
January: 12, 19
February: 2, 9, 16, 23
March: 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
April: 6, 13, 20, 27

Course description:
The Boltzmann equation is the basis for the kinetic theory of gases and provides a

useful tool for the mathematical study of nonequilibrium phenomena in statistical me-
chanics. A fundamental aspect in kinetic theory is to understand the limiting procedure
related to either the validity of the Boltzmann equation from the large number Newto-
nian particle system or the approximation of the Boltzmann equation through the fluid
dynamical system. Meanwhile, the Boltzmann equation itself is of the very importance
for describing the motion of a rarefied gas flow in a domain with boundaries. The exis-
tence and stability issues on various fundamental physical problems, such as the Couette
flow, Poiseuille flow and thermal transpiration, cf. [8], are far from being understood in a
rigorous sense in kinetic theory. This topic course provides an opportunity to explore the
mathematical foundation of kinetic theory as well as most recent advances of the subject.

Tentatively selected topics (to be updated)

– Introduction ([2, Chapter 8], [11], [12]).

– Spatially homogeneous equation: Existence and regularity ([3, Chapter 4] or [1]).

– Spectral theory ([9]).

– Nonlinear energy method ([6]).

– Global solutions around vacuum ([5, Chapter 2]).

– DiPerna-Lions renormalized solution for general data ([3, Chapter 5.3]).

– Application of Fourier transform to kinetic theory ([4]).

– Limit from kinetic equation to fluid equation ([10],[7]).

– Limit from particle system to kinetic equation ([3, Chapter 4]).

– More topics will be covered if time allows.

Assessment type: Each student should submit a course report on a topic assigned by
the course instructor. The assigned topic can be either the content learned in class or a
research paper related to the course topics. The details will be announced in due course.
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